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Today’s agenda

• Opening remarks
• Basic Health Program goals 
• Timeline
• Question and answer



Basic Health Program goals
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Low-income adults gained coverage during the PHE as fewer people 
became uninsured due to loss of OHP

Family 
size 138% FPL 200% FPL

1 $20,120 $29,160

2 $27,214 $39,440

3 $34,307 $49,720

4 $41,400 $60,000

<138% FPL

138-200% FPL

201-400% FPL

401%+ FPL

75%

100%

2019 2021

(Intended Population 
for Bridge Program)

Rate of insurance by income

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the pandemic, Oregon experienced record low uninsurance rates. Low income adults in particular experienced coverage gains, as fewer folks reported being uninsured due to loss of OHP. As we continue to talk about this 138-200% population, I want to make sure to call out that for a family of 1, we’re talking about an income of 20 to 29 thousand dollars a year.
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Program goals: HB 4035 and Task Force
• Preserve PHE coverage gains
• Maximize federal funding
• Administered by CCOs
• CCO service package
• No enrollee costs
• Capitation rates that eventually enable higher-than OHP provider payment
• Explore strategies to minimize premium increases and coverage loss for 

consumers >200% FPL who remain on the Marketplace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HB 4035 authorized the state to create a bridge program to provide affordable health insurance coverage and improve the continuity of coverage for this populationThe bill calls out that the program should be administered by CCOs, with little-to-no cost to enrollees, covering a robust set of benefits.It also articulates a vision in which adults eligible for the Bridge Program could still choose between coverage by the Bridge and buying coverage on the marketplace using tax credits
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Pathways to coverage following redeterminations

1.4 Million
Current OHP
Population

About 300,000
no longer enrolled

Most continue 
in OHP

Medicare coverage, 1915(c) coverage 

Employer coverage

Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace

Basic Health Program
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Who will enroll in the BHP over the next few years?

People Moving From Uninsured
Based on the uninsured population in 2021, actuaries estimated 
BHP enrollment among the uninsured using microsimulation 
modeling, projected for 2025.

People Moving From ACA Individual Market
Includes people currently covered in the Marketplace with 
income between 138-200% FPL in 2021, projected to 2025. This 
population will move to the BHP gradually over the course of 3 
years.  

People Moving From Medicaid
Includes the 138-200% FPL population that will transition to the 
Temporary Medicaid Expansion category following the end of the 
PHE, who would otherwise be eligible for the Marketplace.

55,000

35,800

11,300

Total: ~102,100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enrollment into the BHP will come from three broad buckets. The largest share of enrollees we expect are the people currently on OHP who are identified as having income from 138-200% of the Federal Poverty Level during the Medicaid redeterminations process. We expect more than 35,000 people to eventually move to the BHP from the Health Insurance Marketplace, though not all of these people will likely move into the BHP right away.Finally, we expect that about 11,000 people will newly enroll in the BHP who have been previously uninsured
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What is a Section 1331 Basic Health Program?

• A Basic Health Program (BHP) covers individuals up to 200% FPL who 
would otherwise be eligible for Marketplace coverage

• To establish a BHP, states must apply by submitting a BHP Blueprint
• To implement a BHP, states receive federal funding to cover BHP-eligible 

enrollees
• The Blueprint documents:

• BHP design choices 
• Description of the operations and management of the program 
• Compliance with federal rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, Section 1331 is the section of the Affordable Care Act that authorizes states to create a state-administered Basic Health Program for folks up to 200%FPL who would otherwise be eligible for tax credits to purchase coverage on the Marketplace.States receive roughly 95% of the tax credits and cost sharing reductions that would have otherwise gone to these individuals. These dollars are allocated to a BHP Trust Fund used to fund the BHP. To secure this authority, states must submit what’s called a BHP Blueprint, which documents design choices, describes operations, and attests to compliance with federal rules.As you know, House Bill 4035 from 2022 which allocates OHA authority to establish a Bridge Program requires OHPB to review the application for federal authority prior to submitting it to CMS. Since the state has decided to pursue Section 1331 authority, the document that you all will ultimately be reviewing is the BHP Blueprint. 
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BHP Blueprint sections

1. State background information
2. Public input
3. Trust fund
4. Eligibility and enrollment
5. Standard health plan contracting
6. Premiums and cost-sharing 
7. Operational assessment
8. Standard health plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Blueprint has 8 substantive sections. Section 1 requests information regarding state leadership for the BHP. Section 2 requests information regarding the state’s public input process. The state is planning to conduct public input in May, so this section will be completed following public input. Section 3 requests information regarding BHP trustees. As I noted earlier, federal dollars allocated to the BHP are captured by a Trust Fund, so this section provides the opportunity for the state to identify Trustees responsible for Trust Fund management. Section 4 offers the state the opportunity to attest that eligibility and enrollment processes are in compliance with federal BHP requirements. Section 5 offers the state the opportunity to attest that the way we contract with CCOs is in compliance with federal BHP requirements. Section 6 is not applicable for Oregon. It allows states to indicate what, if any, premiums or cost-sharing would apply to BHP consumers. Per the Bridge Program Task Force recommendations, and based on preliminary actuarial analysis, Oregon is proposing a program that does not have any enrollee costs. No premiums, no deductibles and no copays. Section 7 speaks to how eligibility and enrollment processes are operationalized. It provides states with the opportunity to attest that proposed operations are in compliance with federal BHP requirements. Lastly, Section 8 requests that the state enumerates what services will be covered by the BHP. Per the Bridge Program Task Force recommendations, and based on preliminary actuarial analysis, Oregon is proposing a program that covers what is essentially the CCO-administered OHP service package. This means it will be covering all OHP services except for LTSS. In this section, the state is asked to indicate that the covered service package minimally includes what the ACA refers to as essential health benefits. This is an exercise that Oregon was required to undergo as part of Medicaid expansion several years ago, so we were able to pull from that initial work. Section 8, which is included in your meeting materials as a separate document, consists of the state’s alternative benefit plan, which demonstrates how the service package for Medicaid covers essential health benefits. I just want to note that the state is used to the 1115 waiver process which is much more robust than this Blueprint process. The Blueprint is a 29 page document, and much of the substance are tables with check lists where the state can attest compliance. 
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BHP Blueprint substance and existing direction

• BHP design choices – shaped by Bridge 
Health Care Program Task Force 
recommendations and HB 4035 (2022)

• Compliance with federal rules – guided 
by Minnesota application

• Operations and management of the 
program – alignment with existing OHP 
processes and structures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t draft this Blueprint from scratch. As I’ve noted a few times now, the Bridge Health Care Program Task Force offered significant direction on the BHP design choices. Additionally there are two states that currently implement a Basic Health Program, new York and Minnesota. New York implements their BHP through their Marketplace carriers, but Minnesota implements theirs through their Medicaid managed care entities. So we were able to refer to Minnesota’s application throughout the process as a reference point for how Oregon may consider replying to various questions.  Lastly, our goal has been to align BHP processes with OHP processes to minimize administrative burden for the state and for CCOs. So for any outstanding questions that remained, OHA referred to OHP processes and structures to avoid duplication of efforts. 



Timeline
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Redeterminations begin
4/1/23

Temporary Medicaid Expansion (TME, 1115)

Submit BHP Blueprint and obtain Federal approval (1331)

Jan Apr Jul Oct

2023

Launch Basic Health Program (1331)TME (1115 cont.)

Jan Apr Jul Oct

2024

Aug Sep NovJunMay DecFeb Mar

Aug Sep NovJunMay DecFeb Mar

2025

Last updated: 5/22/23

2024

DRAFT Timeline: Temporary Medicaid Expansion and Basic Health Program 

Obtain approval for Temp. Expansion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important update on this timeline – received approval for the Temporary Medicaid Expansion today!Launch planned for July of 2024 – program will be open to all eligible people. still working out details on this with CMS and CCOs and internal operational teams. Those in marketplace plans will move over gradually.  •We would not be forcibly moving anyone from the marketplace to the BHP, people would have to actively update their information and essentially apply to the BHP in order to move. So we don't expect there would be really large numbers would move from the marketplace mid-2024. (but there's some uncertainty to that, of course)Impact won’t be large and it will be gradual. The extension of the ARPPA subsidies to the marketplace really helps there. The impact stems from practice called silver-loadJust got the modeling data back on this from actuaries.  Will be working through that over the next few weeks. 
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Mid-2024 implementation plan for OHP and uninsured 

When the BHP launches in 2024, eligible 
individuals who are currently:
• OHP enrollees will transition to the BHP
• Uninsured may enroll in the BHP 

through the federally facilitated 
marketplace (FFM) or ONE System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Temporary Medicaid Expansion amendment was approved today!CMS recently decided they cannot authorize a BHP launch that limits enrollment to those already enrolled in OHP; BHP implementation must allow for all eligible individuals to enroll in the BHP at launch. Seeking further guidance from CMS and Treasury regarding how to best launch the BHP mid-2024, instead of launching during open enrollment for plan year 2025, in a manner that minimizes marketplace disruption.We would not be forcibly moving anyone from the marketplace to the BHP, people would have to actively update their information and essentially apply to the BHP in order to move. So we don't expect there would be really large numbers would move from the marketplace mid-2024. (but there's some uncertainty to that, of course)
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Mid-2024 plan for Marketplace enrollees

• When the BHP launches mid-2024, BHP-eligible Marketplace enrollees will 
have the option to enroll through the FFM or ONE System.

• BHP-eligible Marketplace enrollees will NOT be automatically migrated to the BHP

• Marketplace enrollees must update their FFM application or apply via ONE

• Because Marketplace enrollees may auto-re-enroll in their plans, migration of BHP-
eligible marketplace enrollees will happen over time from launch through end of 2026

• BHP-eligible individuals who update their FFM application will no longer be 
eligible for Marketplace tax credits.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: “updating FFM application” can be as simple as updating one’s address, but also includes updating income, family status (ie, married, divorced) or anything else that could affect the level of subsidy a person is eligible for
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Basic Health Program

• Oregon is developing a Basic Health 
Program for adults 138-200% FPL

• The vision is for the BHP to be as 
similar to OHP as possible

• Under federal regulations, the BHP 
cannot be administered as fee-for-
service

Medicaid expansion for AI/AN population

• 40% AI/AN OHP members enrolled FFS

• Because the BHP cannot be administered as 
FFS, Oregon proposes simply expanding OHP for 
AI/AN adults 138-200% FPL

• Expanding OHP coverage would ensure 
continued access to both FFS and CCO coverage

Proposed Medicaid expansion up to 200%FPL for AI/AN



Next steps
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Basic Health Program Blueprint draft 2023 timeline

Jan- Feb

Blueprint drafting 
& internal work 
sessions

March-April

Leadership 
review & 
revisions to 
Blueprint

May

Tribal (60 days) 
engagement & 
public (30 days) 
engagement

June

Integrate Tribal 
feedback & public 
input and finalize 
Blueprint

July

OHPB review and 
approve Blueprint 
for submission to 
CMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the timeline we’re working with over the next 3 months in order to submit a Blueprint that can be approved and implemented in time for the end of redeterminations.We pulled together small drafting teams, which consisted of staff from HPA, HSD, OAFA, ODHS, and DFR to assemble an initial draft of the Blueprint. This first draft was reviewed by OHA and ODHS Leadership. We’re bringing this first full draft to you all now so that you can weigh in before it is released for Tribal engagement and public comment in May.  Feedback from the Tribes and from the public will be integrated into a final draft throughout June, and the final Blueprint will be shared with OHPB in July for their final approval to share it with CMS that same month. Our goal is to have CMS approval by the end of the year. 
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BHP Blueprint public comment period

The public is invited to submit verbal and written comments on the draft Basic 
Health Program Blueprint from May 1, 2023 through June 9, 2022.
Offer verbal comments at a public hearing: 
• May 9, 2023 | 1PM – 2PM | click here to join the meeting
• May 31, 2023 | Medicaid Advisory Committee | 9AM – 12PM | click here to 

join the meeting
Email written comments to katie.waldo@oha.oregon.gov or send via mail to:

Health Policy and Analytics Bridge Program Team 
Attn: Joanna Yan 
421 SW Oak St Suite 875 
Portland, OR 97204

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZmYyNGFmMzMtNmUxOC00NWRkLTgxYzItOTFmMjJlYmY5NzIy%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22658e63e8-8d39-499c-8f48-13adc9452f4c%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%222f58d8e9-c133-412a-be3e-af70a966e122%22%7d
https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1607869858?pwd=UkE1NGFVT2dna21lT29FQzlkcE1Sdz09
mailto:katie.waldo@oha.oregon.gov
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Questions or comments?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coverage for individuals experiencing major life transitions Children aging out of foster careYouth with complex medical and behavioral health needs Individuals experiencing homelessnessAdults and youth with justice involvement Adults transitioning to dual Medicaid-Medicare enrollmentContinuous eligibilityHealth-related social needs (HRSN)



Thank You
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